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A key weakness of the commission was that it did not focus sufficiently on the policies or political economy of apartheid. The failure to examine the effect and impact of apartheid’s policies resulted in the need for the perpetrators, or the “trigger-pullers,” to bear the collective shame of the nation and let those who benefitted from apartheid escape responsibility. The link between racialized power and racialized privilege became obscured.

The distinction between truth in a “minimal” or “loose” sense and truth in a “non-minimal” or “strict” sense, and then to restate realism as the view that (1’) moral or normative claims are capable of being true or false in a strict sense; and (2’) some moral or normative claims are true in this strict sense. While expressivists such as Gibbard have expressed doubt as to whether the distinction between truth in a loose sense and truth in a strict sense can be made out (see Thinking How to Live, p. 182), many theorists believe that it can, and regard the conjunction of (1’) and (2’) as cons...

Indeed, my strategy in the paper is to adopt wholesale almost all of the major points that Dworkin argues for in “Objectivity and Truth: You’d Better Believe It—but with one major exception. Political truth: or animadversions on the past and present state of public affairs by Edmund Randolph. Publication Date: 1796

Randolph’s “response to the most humiliating event of his life, his abandonment by Washington and consequent resignation as his Secretary of State. Forced out by Anglophiles in the Cabinet and State Department who considered him a Jacobin, Randolph was charged with leaking secrets to the French, allegedly to repudiate the Jay Treaty. He charges his Federalist enemies with an arrogance of spirit and boundlessness of ambition, having designs hostile to republicanism. The best defence against post-truth politics is not ‘the truth’. Democracy should resist the political tyranny of claims to some immutable truth as a basis for governing the lives of others. Ever greater sections of the population are ready to ignore facts, and even to accept obvious lies willingly. Not the claim to truth, but the expression of the ‘felt truth’ leads to success in the ‘post-factual age’.

Post-truth communication. A catchword that has gone viral so quickly surely deserves careful attention and crisper definition, especially if we are not to be thrown off balance by a global phenomenon that sets out to do precisely that. We can say that post-truth is not simply the opposite of truth, however that is defined; it is more complicated.
Political truth: or animadversions on the past and present state of public affairs by Edmund Randolph. Publication Date: 1796

Randolph's response to the most humiliating event of his life, his abandonment by Washington and consequent resignation as his Secretary of State. Forced out by Anglophiles in the Cabinet and State Department who considered him a Jacobin, Randolph was charged with leaking secrets to the French, allegedly to repudiate the Jay Treaty. He charges his Federalist enemies with arrogance of spirit and boundlessness of ambition, having designs hostile to republicans.

Israel's foreign ministry has rejected the report as "preposterous and false". It accused the international campaign group of having a "long-standing anti-Israeli agenda" and carrying out an ongoing campaign "with no connection to facts or reality on the ground". Palestinian Authority President Mahmoud Abbas welcomed the report. "It is urgent for the international community to intervene, including by making sure that their states, organisations, and companies are not contributing in any way to the execution of war crimes and crimes against humanity."

Title: Political truth, or, Animadversions on the past and present state of public affairs: with an inquiry into the truth of the charges preferred against Mr. Randolph. Author: Edmund Randolph. Publisher: Gale, Sabin Americana. Based on Joseph Sabin's famed bibliography, Bibliotheca Americana, Sabin Americana, 1500–1926 contains a collection of books, pamphlets, Title: Political truth, or, Animadversions on the past and present state of public affairs: with an inquiry into the truth of the charges preferred against Mr. Randolph. Essay 2, 'Truth and Meaning', argues that a theory of truth along the lines of Tarski's truth definitions, but modified in various ways to apply to a natural language, would be enough for an interpreter to go on. Such theories have clear virtues. They make no use of meanings as entities; no objects are introduced to correspond to predicates or sentences; and from a finite set of axioms it is possible to prove, for theories of truth of the kind considered here do require that a relation between entities and expressions be characterized ('satisfaction'). It is not easy to see how a satisfactory route to truth can escape this step if the language the theory treats has the usual quantificational resources. The letter signed by former ministers from different political parties, including four Northern Irish Secretaries of State, says recent unrest on the streets of Belfast reflects the government's failure to sustain positive political momentum. The signatories called on Boris Johnson to address the damage done by Brexit to peace in Northern Ireland. "The lesson of the past 50 years or more in Northern Ireland is that if there is no forward movement things do not stand still: they fall over. It is the responsibility of the UK government to ensure that does not happen because there is no